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SUMMARY  Countermeasures against attacks targeting an operating system are highly effective in preventing security compromises caused by kernel vulnerability. An adversary uses such attacks to overwrite credential information, thereby overcoming security features through arbitrary program execution. CPU features such as Supervisor Mode Access Prevention, Supervisor Mode Execution Prevention and the No eXecute bit facilitate access permission control and data execution in virtual memory. Additionally, Linux reduces actual attacks through kernel vulnerability affects via several protection methods including Kernel Address Space Layout Randomization, Control Flow Integrity, and Kernel Page Table Isolation. Although the combination of these methods can mitigate attacks as kernel vulnerability relies on the interaction between the user and the kernel modes, kernel virtual memory corruption can still occur (e.g., the eBPF vulnerability allows malicious memory overwriting only in the kernel mode). We present the Kernel Memory Observer (KMO), which has a secret observation mechanism to monitor kernel virtual memory. KMO is an alternative design for virtual memory can detect illegal data manipulation/writing in the kernel virtual memory. KMO determines kernel virtual memory corruption, inspects system call arguments, and forcibly unmaps the direct mapping area. An evaluation of KMO reveals that it can detect kernel virtual memory corruption that contains the defeating security feature through actual kernel vulnerabilities. In addition, the results indicate that the system call overhead latency ranges from 0.002 µs to 8.246 µs, and the web application benchmark ranges from 39.70 µs to 390.52 µs for each HTTP access, whereas KMO reduces these overheads by using tag-based Translation Lookaside Buffers.
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1. Introduction

Kernel vulnerabilities in operating systems (OSs) have become a significant security risk [1], [2]. There are 2,240 kernel vulnerabilities in the Linux OS that were listed on the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) database until June 2019 (Fig. 1) [3]. Adversaries can exploit the kernel through such vulnerabilities. Preventive countermeasures must be developed to mitigate their attack scenarios. The adversary uses kernel vulnerabilities to modify the credentials in the kernel virtual memory. Privilege escalation forces the OS to grant root privilege to a non-privileged user account.

Full privilege is restricted by OS features, and the OS has two such features, namely capability [4] and Mandatory Access Control (MAC) mechanisms (e.g., SELinux [5]). The kernel has several countermeasures to prevent kernel vulnerability and data misuse. Kernel Address Space Layout Randomization (KASLR) disturbs the kernel functions and data position in the kernel virtual memory to conceal the identification of the virtual addresses of vulnerable functions [6]. Additionally, Control Flow Integrity (CFI) enforces kernel function flow validation between call and return relationships to prevent the injection of malicious code [7]. Return address monitoring of the stack is one method to detect kernel memory corruption and prevent malicious code initialization [8].

The CPU also has virtual memory access and an execution permission mechanism. The No eXecute bit (NX bit) is the execution permission flag for a virtual address in a page table entry [9]. Supervisor Mode Access Prevention (SMAP) and Supervisor Mode Execution Prevention (SMEP) are present in the CR4 register. SMAP prevents access to the user memory region, whereas SMEP prevents the code execution in the user memory region of the virtual memory at the supervisor [10]. Meltdown vulnerability uses the side channel approach to expose directory kernel functions and data virtual addresses. Therefore, Kernel Page Table Isolation (KPTI) has been proposed as a means of isolating the virtual address space between the user mode and the kernel modes in Linux [11]. Privilege restriction methods separate root privilege
features to minimize the damage to the OS environment in the event of a successful attack. Kernel and CPU countermeasures complicate the attack availability of kernel vulnerabilities based on the interaction between the user and kernel modes. However, these methods cannot prevent attacks that exploit kernel vulnerabilities in the kernel mode alone [12]–[15]. The adversary can avoid various security countermeasures by executing a kernel exploit code in the kernel mode to override the security feature functions in the kernel virtual memory (e.g., some kernel exploits disable SELinux via memory corruption [16], [17]).

In this study, we designed a novel security mechanism called “Kernel Memory Observer” (KMO) that can identify the illegal data manipulation of the kernel virtual memory, which could result in the security features being defeated. KMO provides a secret observation mechanism that equips an alternative virtual memory space to monitor the original kernel virtual memory. Although the kernel has one virtual memory at the KPTI implementation, the design of KMO is such that the kernel virtual memory is completely separated to maintain its secrecy, and it is responsible for kernel monitoring code execution and valid data storing.

More specifically, KMO controls a virtual memory switching function that changes the kernel virtual memory space to the secret virtual memory space at various times during monitoring. KMO aims to prevent two scenarios: (i) malicious parameters at system call arguments that induce the injection of suspicious code targeting kernel vulnerabilities, (ii) a kernel vulnerability attack overwrites the kernel virtual memory, leading to a modification of KMO monitoring code and valid data. Therefore, KMO can successfully identify kernel virtual memory corruption.

In addition, KMO prevents the modification of the secret virtual memory and monitors valid data in the direct mapping region, which contains physical memory for effective allocation or collection. KMO forces the unmapping of the virtual memory region and relates KMO information from the direct mapping onto the kernel virtual memory.

We summarize the main contributions of this study below:

- We design a cutting edge security architecture, KMO, that provides a secret virtual memory to monitor the kernel virtual memory. KMO has a secret observation mechanism that provides three switching patterns between the secret virtual memory and the kernel virtual memory, whereas the unmapping method provides protection from direct mapping. Although kernel protection is being examined in multiple studies, no study has addressed the monitoring of kernel virtual memory at the kernel level. KMO provides the advantage of enhanced safety for the kernel, thereby combining the features of existing security mechanisms without virtualization. Moreover, it can be applied to the OS on a bare machine and to a guest OS on a cloud environment.
- We implement KMO on the latest Linux kernel with KPTI. For the evaluation, we examine KMO detection capability with regard to eBPF kernel vulnerability [15] and the prototype of illegal kernel modules that corrupt the kernel virtual memory to bypass the SELinux security feature. Additionally, KMO protects monitoring code and information from invalid access via the direct mapping region. The evaluation results for KMO revealed that its overhead is from 0.002 µs to 8.246 µs for each system call round time, whereas the application overhead is from 39.70 µs to 390.52 µs for each switching pattern for 100,000 HTTP accesses. KMO adopts the Process Context ID (PCID) of tag-based Translation Lookaside Buffers (TLBs) to mitigate these overheads and improve performance.

The preliminary version of this study appeared in [18]. We have added additional details on the background, discussion survey, and investigation along with evaluation results.

2. Background

2.1 Virtual Memory Management

Virtual memory is an illusion that provides domestic memory and memory isolation to running processes. It provides massive memory space on the kernel as compared to the physical memory space. Linux x86_64 allows each process to have its own virtual memory space. A multiple page table converts virtual addresses into physical addresses on the virtual memory space (Fig. 2). CR3 has the physical address of the page table of the current process, which refers to a traversal of the page table on the Memory Management Unit (MMU) and cache hit on the Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB).

The virtual memory space layout and virtual address length differ for each CPU architecture. Linux x86_64 has a 48-bit virtual address length, which implies that the virtual address space has a size of 256 TB. The user space is 128 TB, and the kernel space is 128 TB, which contains the kernel function, data, module, direct mapping, and memory allocation address space (vmalloc, etc.).

![Fig. 2](image-url)  
**Fig. 2** Multiple page table converts virtual address into physical address.
Table 1  Number of categories in 128 memory corruption vulnerabilities (CVE registered) for Linux kernel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DoS</th>
<th>Code Execution</th>
<th>Overflow</th>
<th>Bypass Feature</th>
<th>Gain Information</th>
<th>Gain Privileges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2  PoC available Linux memory corruption vulnerability list since 2016. Types are referring to DoS: denial-of-service, Mem. Corr.: Memory Corruption, Priv: Gain Privileges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CVE ID</th>
<th>Types</th>
<th>PoC</th>
<th>Publish Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

2.2 Separation of Virtual Memory

Kernel and user processes share virtual memory to enable high-speed management. Virtual memory access control relies on the protection of the privilege level in the kernel and the CPU, which restricts cross access between the user and kernel modes. A meltdown attack overcomes this protection, and a user process can then easily access the kernel virtual memory through a combination of out-of-order, exception, and cache latency on side channel attacks.

One meltdown attack countermeasure involves the separation of the virtual memory used for the kernel and user modes. Here, a process has two virtual memory spaces. The OS automatically changes the virtual memory during any privilege level transition from user mode to kernel mode. The user mode virtual memory only contains a small amount of kernel code that switches to the virtual memory to minimize the access range of any meltdown attack. KPTI [11] is the separation method for Linux, and the other OSs are equipped with similar mechanisms [19].

2.3 Kernel Vulnerability Attack

Kernel vulnerability categorizes several aspects of implementation. These implementations address 10 types of kernel vulnerabilities [1], and the relationships across 16 exploitation techniques to distinguish 16 types of Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE) [20] vulnerabilities [21]. In addition, the CVE database states that Linux has 8 types of vulnerabilities [3], one of which is privilege escalation. Malicious programs overwrite the credential variable in the kernel virtual memory to gain root privilege.

The OS utilizes privilege level management to protect the kernel code or data in the kernel virtual memory from the user mode, while KASLR/CFI reduces the success of kernel exploitation attacks, and SMAP/SMEP restricts the kernel mode execution of a malicious code in the user virtual memory. Nevertheless, 128 memory corruption vulnerabilities were reported for the Linux kernel until June 2019 (Table 1) [3]. Memory corruption vulnerabilities (e.g., the eBPF vulnerability and others in Table 2) are still available whereby the directory allocates malicious code to the kernel virtual memory through a kernel vulnerability.

2.4 Threat Model

We postulate herein that a threat model (i.e., an adversary) exploits kernel vulnerability only in the kernel mode. An adversary aims to compromise the OS and become capable of running any program (e.g., shell command) without security restrictions. It first attempts to avoid the security features to gain full administrator capability. Moreover, the adversary changes the Linux Security Modules (LSM) hook function pointer variable to disable MAC in Linux. Consequently, the adversary achieves privilege escalation in the OS.

We ensure that memory corruption kernel vulnerability involving overwriting of the kernel virtual memory space occurs only in the kernel vulnerability target memory region that includes the security feature functions pointer, kernel module management data, and a direct mapping region. Additionally, we assume that the BIOS, MMU, TLB, and other hardware are safe.

3. KMO Design

We designed a “Kernel Memory Observer” (KMO) (Fig. 3) that creates a secret virtual memory in the kernel mode. This supports the execution of monitor code in the kernel virtual memory. It is established at a different location of the kernel virtual memory management from the latest kernel (e.g., Linux with KPTI). The KMO’s kernel possesses two kernel virtual memories (i.e., original and secret).

3.1 Design Goal

3.2 Switching Patterns and Detection Capability

The objective of KMO is to protect the kernel security feature code, data, and kernel module on the kernel virtual memory; then, KMO monitors these memory regions to detect invalid overwriting.

The kernel virtual memory permits reading, writing, and execution in the kernel mode, but not in the user mode.
latest kernel (e.g., Linux with KPTI), which enables the isolation of virtual memories, involves the user and the kernel virtual memory for a process. Whenever a process invokes a system call processing, the kernel automatically switches both virtual memories during privilege transitions between the user mode and kernel modes. All processes share the kernel virtual memory; therefore, the kernel still provides one virtual memory space that is available for the various features at the kernel layer. Kernel memory corruption vulnerability can potentially lead to invalid overwriting of specific kernel virtual memory region occurs only when the kernel code is running in kernel mode.

KMO creates a secret virtual memory space isolated from the original kernel virtual memory. This separation ensures that access violation is impossible between the secret and the original kernel virtual memory. KMO places the valid monitoring data and the monitoring code on the secret virtual memory, which is unaffected by the memory corruption on the kernel virtual memory. KMO generates the valid monitoring data from an original benign kernel code and data at the kernel boot. KMO then executes the monitoring code on the secret virtual memory. It verifies the kernel code and data for modification by comparing them with the valid monitoring data.

KMO is a monitoring mechanism that adopts three virtual memory switching patterns depending on the kernel manages process transition between the user and kernel modes (Fig. 4).

**Pattern 1**: Inspection point is undertaken before the system call execution. Pattern 1 involves inspecting whether the system call argument is suspicious data input before the adversary can execute malicious code by using the kernel vulnerability.

**Pattern 2**: Inspection points during system call function or kernel code processing. Pattern 2 inspects the kernel code and data in the kernel virtual memory. There may be inspection points having multiple functions during a system call consisting of multiple functions. Pattern 2 involves the direct detection of memory corruption in the
kernel virtual memory for any timing during the kernel function flow.

**Pattern 3:** Inspection point is undertaken after the system call execution. Pattern 3 inspects the kernel code and data in the kernel virtual memory. It reliably detects memory corruption after an attack completes a system call execution.

Therefore, KMO automatically switches from every pattern for system call invocation at the kernel layer. It combines multiple inspection point of patterns at one system call invocation. Although it is effective in detecting kernel memory corruption and attacks, the number of inspections results in a significant overhead. We examined the attacks on our mechanism to identify suitable inspection points in a running system.

Upon identifying the attack, the kernel handles the interruption of system calls by returning the error number to the user process. Additionally, the kernel is considered available to fix the modified memory region.

### 3.3 Design Approach

KMO overcomes three challenges facing the monitoring of kernel virtual memory in kernel mode.

**Challenge 1:** The monitoring code has access permission for monitored data and will be executed in the secret virtual memory. KMO has three virtual memory switching patterns with different inspection points on a running kernel with system calls. The inspection timing at which memory corruption is detected is also differs for each switching pattern. It efficiently monitors the already implemented kernel security feature and the module space in the kernel virtual memory to detect memory corruption attacks.

For virtual memory switching, KMO writes the physical address of the multiple-page table of the secret virtual memory into a specific register (i.e., CR3 register points to the page table for x86_64). The monitoring code executes in the secret virtual memory space. After monitoring, the KMO writes the physical address of the original kernel virtual memory into a specific register (i.e., the CR3 register for x86_64), and then continues the processing of the kernel code before the switching event occurs.

**Challenge 2:** The kernel code cannot access the secret virtual memory space.

KMO fully copies the secret memory space from the original one such that both memory spaces contain the same kernel code, kernel data, monitoring code, and monitoring data. The monitoring code and valid monitoring data are not accessed through the page table flag management for the original kernel virtual memory. Therefore, in kernel mode, the original and secret virtual memory are completely isolated in KMO, ensuring that the kernel code acts on the original kernel virtual memory space by using its virtual addresses. Furthermore, it ensures that the monitored kernel code cannot access the kernel mode secret virtual memory space.

**Challenge 3:** The monitoring code and valid data are not affected through a direct mapping space.

The kernel virtual memory management provides a direct mapping space containing the physical memory for effective page-based memory allocation and collection. KMO shares the physical memory between the kernel and the secret virtual memory, which can be abused by allowing direct access to the monitoring code and valid data KMO modifies the allocation mechanism of direct mapping to prevent memory corruption via the direct mapping space.

To exclude the monitoring code and valid data from the direct mapping of the kernel virtual memory, KMO forces the unmapping of these in the kernel virtual memory.

### 4. KMO Implementation

We implemented KMO with Linux as the target OS and x86_64 as the CPU architecture.

**4.1 Secret Virtual Memory Space Management**

KMO can monitor the kernel virtual memory (Fig. 5). The latest Linux kernel has the KPTI feature, which already provides each process has 2 virtual memory spaces.

![Fig. 5](image-url) Overview of secret virtual memory space for Linux kernel.
For the kernel, the pgd variable of init_mm in mm_struct points to the physical memory address of the kernel virtual memory. KMO creates an additional virtual memory space on the kernel whose physical address is a 4 page (16 KB on x86_64) logical conjunction from the physical address of the pgd variable of init_mm. Moreover, the kernel code and data are duplicated from the pgd variable. KMO uses the physical address of the created virtual memory to switch from the kernel virtual memory to the monitoring of each process in the kernel mode.

4.2 Switching of the Virtual Memory Space

We implemented KMO to provide a virtual memory switching mechanism for the secret virtual memory space in kernel mode (Fig. 6).

In user mode, Interrupt (SYSCALL, IRQ) and Exception are triggered for the transition to kernel mode. It calls the SWITCH_KPTI_CR3 function on the virtual memory of the user and then changes to the kernel virtual memory space.

In kernel mode, KMO fulfills challenge 1, as the kernel calls the SWITCH_KMO_CR3 function, which calculates a 4-page offset to the physical address of the secret virtual memory space from the pgd variable of init_mm. The kernel writes this value to the CR3 register, followed by automatically switching the virtual memory space for monitoring. After the monitoring process, the SWITCH_KMO_CR3 function writes the physical address of the pgd variable in the active_mm of the current (task_struct) variable to the CR3 register, which can change the virtual memory space for the currently running process in kernel mode. The kernel then calls SWITCH_KPTI_CR3 to change the virtual memory space for the user, and the system changes to user mode via an interrupt (SYSRET Interrupt return) or exception (Exception exit).

KMO currently supports the PCID during CR3 register writing. It enables the cache of TLB entry (lower 12 bits of CR3 value) by using the conversion of caches between the virtual and physical addresses on the specific CPU. If the CPU or environment does not support PCID, KMO uses TLB flush after the CR3 register writing. However, the virtual address conversion is accompanied by overheads.

4.3 Monitoring of Virtual Memory Space

KMO has almost the same virtual memory space layout both original and secret virtual memory in Linux x86_64 (Fig. 7). KMO monitors the security_hook_list variable for LSM on the kernel text mapping and the module list variable modules in the kernel virtual memory. Additionally, KMO disables Copy on Write of the monitored data, whereas it supports targeted kernel space reading after virtual memory switching occurs. KMO fulfills challenge 2 as both the monitoring code and the valid monitoring data have a designated flag setting that does not accept reading and writing at the supervisor level on the Page Table Entry.

KMO keeps the secret virtual memory space in the kernel boot sequence and then starts the monitoring feature according to the following sequence.

1. The mm_init function initializes the kernel virtual memory, whereas the kaiser_init of KPTI function initializes the virtual memory for the user on the kernel boot sequence.
2. KMO initializes the secret virtual memory in physical memory.
3. The security_init function initializes the LSM and MAC mechanism.
4. The load_default_modules function executes the module reading process on the kernel.
5. KMO duplicates the valid monitoring data between the secret and kernel virtual memory spaces.
6. KMO starts the monitoring feature in the secret virtual memory space.

4.4 Direct Mapping Management

Linux 4.4 (x86_64) has a direct mapping space of 64 TB.
Therefore, the machine physical memory is mapped to a space of less than 64 TB, and the kernel manages physical page allocation by using direct mapping. Thus, it is possible to access the kernel code and the data virtual and direct mapping virtual addresses.

Linux uses the `init_mem_mapping` function to create the virtual memory direct mapping space. The `kernel_physical_mapping_init` function then maps the physical addresses to virtual memory. KMO covers challenge 3, as KMO uses the `remove_pagetable` function to unmap secret pages of the monitoring code and valid monitoring data from the direct mapping space in the kernel virtual memory after establishing a secret virtual memory setup (Fig. 7). Any access to the unmapped pages occurs through a page fault. Subsequently, KMO registers an original page fault handler of unmapped memory region for panic processing.

4.5 Kernel Vulnerability Attacking Case

In one of the memory corruption kernel vulnerability cases, the adversary uses the eBPF vulnerability [15] to modify the targeted data on the kernel virtual memory. The adversary finally takes the shell as the root capability without any LSM limitation after memory corruption overrides the SELinux function pointer, as well as credential information. KMO monitors these modifications and detects the following sequences (Fig. 8):

1. The adversary executes the PoC code of the eBPF vulnerability with the user privilege. The PoC code inserts malicious BPF code into the kernel virtual memory via the `sys_bpf` system call. Although KMO traps the system calls, this does not induce suspicious behavior at the time.
2. The adversary overwrites the LSM function pointer and performs privilege escalation through memory corruption via the sys_bpf system call at the kernel mode. KMO also traps the issued system calls. The KMO’s Pattern 2 monitoring identifies the LSM function pointer modification on the kernel control flow. It compares the security_hook_list variable with the monitoring data containing valid data and determines whether the monitored data is invalid. If the KMO’s Pattern 2 is not invoked at kernel, KMO’s Pattern 3 also traps it and identifies the same malicious behavior after the eBPF system call execution.

3. The adversary launches the shell program from the PoC code. In KMO’s Pattern 1, it traps the sys_exec system call and then determines whether it constitutes malicious behavior. System call arguments contain the shell program name, and memory corruption is already identified upon modification of the variable security_hook_list.

5. Evaluation

5.1 Evaluation Purpose and Environment

We evaluated KMO’s effectiveness in term of detection capability and overhead. The evaluation items and objectives are described below:

E1: Monitoring system call argument experiment
We evaluate switching Pattern 1 of KMO to verify whether the target system call argument is valid before system call execution.

E2: Detection of overwriting of LSM function
We assess switching Patterns 2 and 3 of KMO to check whether they correctly identify an eBPF vulnerability PoC that modifies the LSM function’s virtual address. We then determined the timing at which the attacks on the kernel virtual memory are detected.

E3: Evaluation of the prevention of access to direct mapping
We examine whether KMO prevents access to valid monitoring data in the direct mapping space after KMO unmaps secret pages.

E4: Measurement of overhead of system call interaction with KMO
We monitor the effect of kernel availability with KMO by switching the virtual memory space. We then measure the overhead by benchmark software to calculate the system call latency.

E5: Measurement of the overhead of application with KMO
We measure the performance overhead of a user process by using benchmark software on KMO, which adopts several virtual memory switching patterns.

We evaluated KMO on a physical machine with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7700HQ (2.80 GHz, x86_64) and 16 GB DDR4 memory. The implementation targeted Linux Kernel 4.4.114 on Debian 9.0. We modified 17 source files regarding alternative virtual memory, virtual memory switching, and monitoring functions, which required 1,653 lines in the Linux kernel. We customized eBPF kernel vulnerability [15] PoC for the modification of any virtual address on the kernel virtual memory. Of the evaluations E4 and E5, we compared the vanilla kernel with PCID (K0), KMO kernel without PCID (K1), and KMO kernel with PCID (K2). K0 supports TLB caches for user and kernel virtual memory. Although K1 does not enable a TLB cache of secret virtual memory, K2 pushes user, kernel, and secret virtual memory into TLB cache mechanism.

5.2 Monitoring System Call Argument

We assumed a rootkit installation. KMO monitors the module installation mechanism that uses the init_module and finit_module system calls. It inspects the kernel module binary image from the system call argument and then outputs whether the module is invalid as the detection result. In the log message, switching Pattern 1 denotes the monitoring system call as “target system call” and the invalid module as “invalid module name”.

KMO correctly identifies the invalid kernel from the system call argument (Fig. 9). The monitoring function detects invalid module names via the module binary for only 0.05 ms before the kernel executes the system call and then invokes the module initial function.

We confirmed that switching Pattern 1 yields the correct evaluation results for the monitoring and inspection of the system call argument. Although the module executes its initialization function, the module installation process is not yet completed at the time of detection in Patterns 1. This indicates that KMO interrupts the kernel code, specifically the system call invocation mechanism to determine if the validation is possible before system call processing.

5.3 Detection of Linux Security Module Overwrite

We create a kernel module that replaces the LSM hook function. Our custom eBPF vulnerability PoC forces the exchange of one LSM hook function in the selinux_hooks variable to the kernel module function on the kernel virtual memory. KMO stores the valid data at kernel boot. It then automatically identifies this memory corruption on switching patterns 2 and 3. These patterns compare the target LSM hook function’s virtual address with the valid monitoring data, and then outputs the result as a log message.
Table 3 Overhead of switching virtual memory space and monitoring (µs).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System call</th>
<th>Vanilla kernel</th>
<th>KMO kernel</th>
<th>Overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NO PCID (K1)</td>
<td>PCID (K2)</td>
<td>K1-K0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fork+/bin/sh</td>
<td>914.900</td>
<td>946.758</td>
<td>31.858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>946.758</td>
<td>925.269</td>
<td>10.369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fork+execve</td>
<td>260.357</td>
<td>274.589</td>
<td>14.232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fork+exit</td>
<td>238.784</td>
<td>255.276</td>
<td>16.492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fstat</td>
<td>0.359</td>
<td>0.384</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>open/close</td>
<td>7.245</td>
<td>7.598</td>
<td>0.353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read</td>
<td>0.356</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write</td>
<td>0.309</td>
<td>0.312</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stat</td>
<td>2.322</td>
<td>2.408</td>
<td>0.086</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 10](image) Monitoring result for LSM function.

An invalid case is denoted by “Invalid lsm function is detected” and “Virtual Address (Invalid)” in the detection.

KMO’s detection result is successful on Patterns 2 and 3 (Fig. 10). Patterns 2 and 3 determine whether the illegal memory is overwritten after the LSM function is modified for detection.

We also confirm that switching patterns 2 and 3 determine the illegal memory corruption at suitable detection timings. Therefore, KMO has an effective detection capability for kernel vulnerability against attacks that modify the LSM function’s virtual address to prevent its existence in the kernel virtual memory.

5.4 Evaluation of Direct Mapping Access Validation

We evaluate KMO when preventing the overriding of valid monitoring data with invalid data via the direct mapping region in the kernel virtual memory. The KMO unmaps the specific page of the valid data on direct mapping at kernel boot. Subsequently, the kernel module installation attempts to write the invalid data and output the result to a log message.

Figure 11 shows the log information after the unmapping process. The kernel module calculates the virtual address on direct mapping from the correct virtual address of the valid data and then accesses it. Next, the kernel issues the page request for the unmapped page having the virtual address on direct mapping. Thus, overwriting fails from the kernel module’s write access via direct mapping.

5.5 Measurement System Call Interaction Overhead

We compare the Linux kernel, including KMO’s mechanism, with a vanilla Linux kernel to measure the performance overhead. We use the benchmark software, Imbench, and execute it 10 times to calculate the average score and determine whether each system call has an overhead effect.

The overhead results are the measurement switching virtual memory and monitoring features. The monitoring process compares only one LSM function’s address. Consequently, the switching of the virtual memory for each system call occurs (Table 3). Imbench shows different counts of system calls invoked for each benchmark. fork+/bin/sh has approximately 54 invocations; fork+execve has 4 invocations; fork+exit has 2 invocations; open/close has 2 invocations; and the others have 1 invocation.

Table 3 shows that the overhead of the KMO (NO PCID) and KMO (PCID) versions. In KMO (NO PCID), the system calls with the highest overheads is fork+execve (8.246 µs per 1 system call invocation). The system calls with lower overheads are read (0.002 µs) and write (0.003 µs). A kernel with KMO (NO PCID) exhibits an overhead of 0.002 µs to 8.246 µs for each system call invocation.

Otherwise, KMO (PCID) has the highest overheads is fork+execve (2.672 µs per 1 system call invocation). The system calls with lower overheads are write (0.001 µs) and read (0.002 µs). KMO (PCID) exhibits a range of overhead from 0.001 µs to 2.672 µs for each system call invocation.

The Imbench overhead results indicate that the performance of KMO is affected by the switching virtual memory and monitoring process cost. The PCID contributes to the context switching of processes and kernel thread memory access to reduce the overhead of KMO.
5.6 Measurement Application Overhead

We compared the application overhead among the vanilla kernel, KMO (NO PCID), and KMO (PCID) kernels. Additionally, we evaluated the effect of PCID on both kernels with switching patterns 1 and 3. We ran an Apache 2.4.25 process. The benchmark software is ApacheBench 2.4. The environment includes a 100-Mbps network, one connection, and benchmark file sizes of 1 KB, 10 KB, and 100 KB. The ApacheBench calculates one download request average of 100,000 accesses to each file. The client machine is an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5 4200U (1.6 GHz, two cores), with 8 GB of memory and running Windows 8 as the OS.

The virtual memory switching patterns call the same monitoring process because the evaluation measures the performance effect of the kernel on each switching pattern. The monitoring process compares the one LSM function’s address. We compared the KMO (NO PCID) and KMO (PCID) kernels. KMO (NO PCID) switches the virtual memory every 200 system call invocations, whereas KMO (PCID) switches it every 100 system call invocations (Table 4). In KMO (PCID) for Patterns 1 and 3, the monitoring function is called to evaluate the differences of the two patterns’ overheads for every 100 system call invocations (Table 5).

KMO (NO PCID) has an overhead of 39.70 µs to 390.52 µs, and KMO (PCID) has an overhead of 9.34 µs to 96.32 µs at each HTTP access. Additionally, the KMO (PCID) of Pattern 1 is 10.63 µs to 89.48 µs, and that of Pattern 3 is 8.75 µs to 57.06 µs at each HTTP access.

The overhead of ApacheBench depends on the total number of system call invocations in the process. The ApacheBench result shows that Patterns 1 and 3 slightly increase the overhead factor for a large file. When used on the benchmark, the overhead cost becomes relatively small at the application processing time. We consider that Pattern 1 to require an argument inspection of register transfer cost with a high impact. Pattern 3 incurs the same overhead cost, indicating that the switching of virtual memory and the memory monitoring have a constant of inspection cost.

6. Discussion

6.1 Performance Consideration

We consider the performance overhead, whereby KMO enables the reduction of the performance overhead by using tag-based TLBs that provide an Address Space Identifier. The PCID on x86 is the cache for the virtual address to physical address conversion. The cache on TLBs improves physical memory access without a page table walk to identify targeted page after a CR3 register update. Moreover, mitigation of overhead of KMO (PCID) relies on the number of TLB cache hits for page accesses while monitoring the secret virtual memory. Additionally, the Linux KPTI mechanism uses the PCID of TLB. Moreover, KMO (PCID) enables the storage of KPTI’s caches without a TLB flush to perform a quick virtual memory switch. A virtual machine feature or cloud service may not provide the PCID of the virtual CPU, and KMO requires a performance penalty for calling the TLB flush for CR3 register update in that environment.

Moreover, the application process has no overhead in user mode. Nearly the entire performance effect involves the switching of the virtual memory, followed by the monitoring feature in kernel mode. The overhead cost in the system call latency evaluation is identical for all types of system calls. We estimate that the actual application performance is proportional to the switching virtual memory and the monitoring process in the kernel mode after system call invocation in user mode.

The monitoring system call has a different cost for the type of system call argument. A string variable or address information has low overhead, but reading the data from the user mode has a high overhead. KMO requires nearly the same cost as an actual system call. In addition, the monitoring function’s cost depends on the monitoring data size. We assume that the target kernel code or data affects the comparison process with the valid data.
6.2 KMO Detection Capability

Kernel vulnerabilities that enable privilege escalation have two effect types in the kernel layer. One type induces memory corruption on the kernel virtual memory (e.g., eBPF vulnerability [15]), whereas the other type does not create any kernel memory side effects (e.g., Dirty COW vulnerability [26]). If an adversary attempts to gain full administrator privilege of the OS, kernel memory corruption vulnerability is high priority to execute on attack scenarios for the defeating of security features. KMO provides a combination of switching virtual memory patterns having different inspection timings. Its feature detection capabilities compensate for the memory corruption of kernel vulnerability attacks for the kernel mode. During the evaluation, the eBPF vulnerability attack overwrites the SELinux functions’ virtual address of the LSM hook variable that was automatically detected on KMO for protecting the security features on the kernel.

Moreover, KMO identifies an attack code starting point from the user space and kernel space via using multiple system calls for the prevention of kernel vulnerability attacks leading to memory corruption. At an actual attack detection point, Pattern 1 determines the attack before system call execution on the kernel and prevents memory corruption. Although Pattern 2 identifies memory corruption, it interrupts the kernel execution flow of multiple functions having one system call. The user inserts a suitable detection point to reduce the effect of the kernel vulnerability attack. Preventing the execution of malicious code on one system call invocation for Pattern 3 is difficult because its checkpoint is just before switching back to the user mode. Therefore, Pattern 3 reliably detects memory corruption during kernel processing for multiple functions.

Additionally, we plan to support other security features that can run in the secret virtual memory space. This method could prevent attacks on kernel vulnerabilities that can evade a monitoring mechanism of a security feature on the kernel.

6.3 Limitation of KMO

KMO keeps the virtual memory switching functions in the kernel virtual memory space and then invokes them from the original kernel code. Although the adversary can potentially target the KMO’s function, KASLR provides a random layout of the virtual memory space, thus obscuring the KMO functions’ virtual addresses.

The adversary identifies the valid monitoring data’s virtual address of direct mapping to manually calculate the position from the physical page’s virtual address. In response, KMO unmaps the secret pages of the direct mapping space in the kernel virtual memory to reduce the attack surface.

7. Related Work

Operating System Security. The OS provides several security mechanisms that mainly focus on access management of the relation between a subject and an object, which is represented by whether a policy exhibits granularity of privilege range or type. Moreover, isolation architectures and models that control the separation combine in multiple layers from hardware to software [27], [28].

Kernel and CPU Enhancement. Linux also has security mechanism implementations such as SELinux [5], [29] and a capability [4] to restrict privileges. Prior studies have presented kernel security methods such as KASLR [6] for virtual memory randomization, CFI [7] for code flow integrity checking, and Code Pointer Integrity for the verification of a function’s return address [30]. The CPU already possessed the NX-bit [9] for execution management and SMAP/SMEP [10] for access and the execution of control between a supervisor and a user of the virtual memory space. These reduce the kernel vulnerability attack effects.

Kernel Attack. Several attack concepts target the kernel virtual memory [11], [31], [32] to evade these security mechanisms by the side channel attack. KPTI or another method that separates the virtual memory space between the user and the kernel can mitigate such attacks [11], [33]. The kernel attack method uses both return oriented programming and anti-CFI [34], whereas the direct mapping space can execute the attack code only in the kernel mode [2], [35]. The device driver has a directory threat surface [36]. We believe that kernel virtual memory monitoring is essential to mitigating these attacks in kernel mode.

Virtualization Protection. Kernel monitoring mechanisms have a hypervisor, and a secure mode is proposed [28], [37]–[39]. Moreover, SecVisor [37] and TrustVisor [40] ensure that only the verified kernel code is running. GRIM also possesses a verified kernel code at the GPU layer [41], and Trusted Computing Base [42] verifies the integrity of the kernel code at the boot sequence. These mechanisms are run under the kernel layer and are unaffected by kernel vulnerability. KMO’s monitoring feature resides in the kernel that requires relatively small overhead with the existing hypervisor methods.

Virtual Memory Protection. Virtual memory protection methods separate the memory space by the domain and granularity of memory access control [43]–[46]. The CPU feature, MPK, supports virtual memory protection [47], [48], page-based separation instructions [49], [50], and physical memory isolation for each process [51]. Moreover, monitoring of the same layer as the OS or hypervisor has a low overhead when hardware assistance is available [52]–[54]. The separation between the module and the kernel virtual memory space on the hypervisor increases system reliability [55].

Running Kernel Protection. The running kernel protection methods focus on invalid overwriting of kernel code and data, including the control flow or data flow tracing [7], [56], [57], and monitoring of the stack status [8], [58]. These methods target invalid overwriting of the kernel code or privilege variable in the kernel virtual memory. We regard these as an effective reference to reduce or trigger kernel...
monitoring.

**Kernel Protection.** The kernel protection methods have randomized page table positions in the physical memory [59], and R*X restricts the permission of the kernel memory layout [60]. Additionally, the separation of the device driver code from the kernel provides granularity monitoring points [61], [62]. KMO has difference merits, that is, switching of the virtual memory space has no effect for attacks via kernel vulnerabilities and no interruption when running the kernel code. This leads to a collaboration of existing methods of kernel security mechanisms. Finally, we evaluate our mechanism’s capability to protect existing kernel vulnerabilities and maintain stable operation on the system, and we compare it with other security mechanisms (e.g., SELinux, KASLR, and SMAP/SMEP).

### 7.1 Comparison with Related Work

We compared the security features of KMO and three research mechanisms (Table 6) [37], [52], [53]. KMO satisfies almost all the identified requirements for the running kernel and the cloud environment.

SecVisor [37], which completely monitors the kernel from the hypervisor layer intercepts device access to maintain the kernel integrity; however, the inspection granularity has a limitation: it is dependent on hardware assistance. Secure in VM (SIM) [52] directly inserts an alternative address space to the guest kernel from the hypervisor to monitor the kernel. The event driven (ED) Monitor [53] ensures hypervisor integrity as the same layer focuses upon the memory protection by having the kernel module insert a hooking placement.

Although the same privilege layer monitoring approach is similar to the KMO architectures, we provide finer inspection points for memory protection and detection through system calls or the insertion of a kernel function flow. Finally, although KMO may struggle to set a suitable inspection point on a kernel, users can manage effective kernel monitoring by considering a collaboration of existing methods. We believe that KMO contributes to device drivers or other potentially vulnerable regions in reducing the attack surface of the system.

### 8. Conclusion

The OS must mitigate various attacks that exploit kernel vulnerability. Most attacks that focus on kernel virtual memory corruption aim to perform privilege escalation or defeat security features. The OS kernel should reduce the effect of the attack on the adoption capability and MAC restrict privileges. Although KASLR, CFI, KPTI, and SMAP/SMEP mitigate kernel vulnerability attacks for memory corruption leading to privilege escalation or the avoidance of security features, only kernel layer attacks have the potential to succeed.

Our novel security mechanism, KMO, provides secret observation to monitor the original kernel virtual memory. KMO has multiple inspection points to determine invalid kernel virtual memory overwriting, identify malicious system call arguments, and prevent attacks through the direct mapping region. The evaluation of Linux with KMO could inspect system call arguments and identify the memory corruption of security features. The performance overhead from 0.002 µs to 8.246 µs in terms of each system call invocation on our kernel. The web client program overhead for KMO monitoring from 39.70 µs to 390.52 µs at the running process. KMO supports PCID on TLB, which reduces the overhead penalty of KMO, to enable the actual cost for monitoring and virtual memory switching.
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